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EDITORS Welcome

Jo Naylor and Sara Pauley

You can easily email your
pictures and articles to:
progression@elam.org.uk

So the start of a fresh new year and we have some offerings from members to publish in
our January edition of Progression which is wonderful.
We have come to a decision however, we will be billing ELAM for our own riding tours,
training and bike gear since it’s costly on our part to continue to fund these motorcycle
shenanigans in order to have something to write about!
Now in 2017 Jo is keen to write about a trip overland to Morocco, and I am planning a
European ride across to the east visiting great dams and fitting in some further training.
If you feel it is unjust for our motorcycle club to fund two of it’s committee members for
such activities - then please say so by sending in to us your own experiences.
Have you: been somewhere on your bike and want to tell us about it? Bought or
experienced something bike related and want to share? Tell us about what you enjoy,
your challenges and friendships?
We have a large new associate group which is great so if you have just joined us please
think about introducing yourself and your biking history. Get involved it’s your club!
And save ELAM spending your membership money on us.

ARTICLES:
Trip to Ypres

Dave Messenger

ROSPA test

Jack Cheung & Sara Pauley

Through the mists of time

Ferenc Fodor

Observer training weekend

Kim Brown

Keis vest & gloves - review

Jo Naylor
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GARY’S GOSSIP
FROM THE CHAIR - GARY
ALLWORTHY

Well there goes another year! Scary isn't it?
I've decided that this year I'm going to make the
most of the bike and plan to do more than I would
have ever dared to in the past. I’ll Include
Folembray which will be our 10th anniversary year,
so we're hoping to do something a bit special to
celebrate, keep an eye out for details of this ever
popular event.
We've had a good number of successful test
passes, congratulations to you all and to your
Observers for their continuing eﬀorts. I hope your
test pass is just the beginning of your development
as a rider and your life within ELAM! As you may know there are many more
challenges available to you within IAM RoadSmart including;
Gain a F1rst (If you weren’t quite there on your test, you can retake it to try to
gain a F1rst)
Become a Master (Building on your skills as an advanced road user already
the Masters programme will help enhance and develop your ability)
Become an Observer (Becoming an IAM observer will also provide you with a
recognised skill and qualification for life – all observers will hold an IMI (Institute
of the Motor Industry) accredited IAM Local or National Observer qualification)
Become a Staﬀ Examiner (IAM RoadSmart are always keen to oﬀer more
opportunities for our members to progress and develop their skills and
knowledge with us. Ultimately this may lead to you becoming one of our team
of Examiners.
Details of the above can be found at www.iamroadsmart.com, Login and find
the “My Next Challenge” section.
Well that’s enough from this time, I’m oﬀ to plan my next challenge………
Gary.
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ELAM OBSERVERS 2017

Gary
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Jacqui
Barnard

Phil
Barnard

Rick
Brown

Observer

Observer

National
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National/Chief
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Observer

Jimmy
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Paul
Gardner

Paul
Gillett

Observer

National
Observer

Rob
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Mike
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National
Observer

Observer

Gordon
Hall

John
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Steve
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Marek
Wiluszynski
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National
Observer

National
Observer

National
Observer

National
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National
Observer

NEWBIES AND OLDIES
A BIG WELCOME TO
ELAM

NEW ASSOCIATES
Symeon Vlassis

Andrea Combelas

Martin Burrow

Eric Clapton

George Stoufis

Kevin Pillar

Susana Mota

David Anstey

Jacek Falatowicz

Daniel Fogg

Mary Yarwood

Grzegorz Tomasik

David Bray

Robert Simpson

Andrew Thoupos

Mark Griﬃn

Ryszard Kaleta

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW FULL MEMBERS
Christian Howe

Michael Newey

Panos Makris

Robin Rochford

Chris Sassons

TWO NEW NATIONAL OBSERVERS
Steve Silcocks

Keith Wells

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more
about themselves then contact us at: progression@elam.org.uk
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!Notification)of)Annual)General)Meeting)2017)
!

East)London)Advanced)Motorcyclists)
!
!NOTICE'IS'HEREBY'GIVEN'by!order!of!the!Group!Committee!that!the!Annual!General!

Meeting!of!East'London'Advanced'Motorcyclists'(the!Group)!will!be!held!at!19:30'on'
Tuesday'7th'March'2017'at!Ilford!Golf!Club,!291!Wanstead!Park!Road,!Ilford,!IG1!3TR,!to!
enable!the!Trustees!of!the!Group!(Registered!Charity!No.!1062952)!to!present!their!
Annual!Report!and!Accounts!for!the!year!ended!31!December!2016!for!approval!by!the!
Group!Members!and!to!conduct!an!election.!
!
All!Members,!Associates!and!Group!Friends!are!invited!to!attend!but!only!fully!paid!up!
Members!of!both!the!Institute!of!Advanced!Motorists!(IAM)!and!the!Group!(ELAM)!may!
vote.!!
!

Secretary’s)
name)
Address)

Jacqui!Barnard!

Date)

4!Churchmead!
Group)No.)
Nazeing!Road!
Waltham!Abbey!
EN9!2HZ!
jac_barnard@yahoo.co.uk!

1st!Dec.!2016!
7225!

!
The!following!documents'are'available'on'the'ELAM'Forum'no'later'than'1'month'
before'the'meeting:!

!
•
•
•
•

Draft!Agenda!!
Committee!election!papers!and!nomination!form!!
Draft!receipts!and!payments!for!Financial!Year!ending!31st!December!2016!
Minutes!of!the!previous!AGM!held!on!1st!March!2016!!

!
Note:&Electronic&distribution&saves&ELAM&unnecessary&printing&costs.&However,&please&
contact&the&Group&Secretary&(address&above)&if&you&are&experiencing&difficulties&with&
downloading.&&
!
The'following'documents'will'be'available'at'the'meeting:'!
• Signed!and!audited!receipts!and!payments!for!Financial!Year!ending!31st!
December!2016!
!
!http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php'(This!takes!you!to!the!Forum!home!page.!Sign!in!with!your!

ELAM!account!and!go!to!the!‘Committee’!sub!V!forum)!
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Super Sundays have developed to have the occasional
Super Saturday!
These are running monthly. Attendance has been brilliant, and
feedback for both the Full Members rides and All Abilities has
been really positive. This initiative will give ALL members but
especially Associates the opportunity to practice & improve on
their skills.
As usual we will run a Full Members type ride AND an All
Abilities style ride both departing from the same point (probably
a McDonalds) on the same day going oﬀ to diﬀerent
destinations depending on the requirements of the people who
turn up on the day.
All this will be in addition to our existing rides that people are
still encouraged to run throughout the year and this is to be
seen as just a regular ELAM monthly bike meet.
Details to each event will be posted on the forum and emailed
out to all, a week before each event. So keep an eye out and
we look forward to meeting you there.
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Trip to Ypres - Dave Messenger (BMW K75)
Hope the wait is/was worth it ........................
In 2014 I cycled to Auginques via Wacquinghen in France (meeting up
with motorcycle friends) with a view of plodding onto Brandhoek in
Belgium.
Then in 2016 I was invited by the same bikers for a tour to a campsite
near Ypres in Belgium in May – however due to family matters I had left it
too late to book a ferry ticket with the group and therefore it wasn’t
possible to travel with them and hence going it alone in June.
Arriving at the campsite Jeugdstation just outside the town of Ypres, I had
to negotiate a grass bend and slope to pitch my tent. I was thankful of
my Elam training which helped me with a change of mind set. Their star
observers Paul Gillett and Rick Brown amongst others helped an old
’hippy’ on his ’slow’ learning curve to a better biker – sorry about all the
stress caused chaps!
Also I like to add, the experience on Paul Gillett’s ‘bends’ day and his
’homework’ he set me saved the day on the ferry - and not least
facilitating the solving of the long standing tyre problem – good man!
As a consequence, of manoeuvring the BMW up to that top field no
doubt, I met some Barnsley lads who looked after me. I joined them to
the Menin Gate that evening and a subsequent ride out to some of the
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The following day on Wednesday the Barnsley lads left for the Somme
area – I spent a day around Ypres.
On the Thursday I rode home back to ‘Old Blighty‘. Friday the 1st of July I
turned the TV on whilst reflecting on my 4 days and Thiepval (Somme
memorial) come to view where I saw the Welsh Choir again, I had had a
chat with one of their members at the Menin Gate when I was there.
This Remembrance weekend I stayed with a biker friend in Selby (home
of lorry drivers mentioned), and whilst there I met up with a couple of the
Barnsley lads who drove there to meet me! (be inappropriate to call them
Barnsley pals)!!
Today incidentally is the anniversary of the end of the 141 day Somme
conflict 17/11/2016. The significance of Brandhoek - is where Captain Noel
Chavasse is buried who inspired me to undertake the journey(s); not
because of 2 VC’s but of his wish/will in saving lives from either side-yet it
was his 2xVC’s that helped me find him! Des, one of the Barnsley lads
asked me about him at Selby he mentioned we had ridden past there on
that Wednesday ....... so I kind of made it there – but then the destination is
not so important as the ride there!
TGoing on this trip in late June rather than in late May turned out rather
fortuitous as it turned out.
On the machine control day I believe I was asked why do I ride.... to meet a
diﬀerent type of madman!! One that I wish to relate to – rather than the
ones that I am used to..............now where did I leave my walking stick......?
Aside-:
A little bit about myself.
Been a commuter biker with a few gap years in between since the world
was young! Not had too many large capacity bikes though (too much of a
wimp for all that) till now!
Dave Messenger associate
Retired ADI; IAM car; ROSPA (silver) car, out of date now though.
And gormless biker; but things will change. Thanks lads for allowing me to
rattle round the system!
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GOING FOR GOLD
ELAM member Jack Cheung and myself Sara Pauley have both
succeeded in being awarded a GOLD for the RoSPA Advanced Riders
test. To find out about our individual experience, we asked each other
about the process.
Q; What motivated you to do the RoSPA test
JACK: Short answer is to simply improve my riding. I have always been more
interested in riding and driving than the vehicles themselves. I did my IAM red
badge then got my green badge and it seemed like a natural progression at the
time to do the RoSPA two wheeled test.

Q: Was it an achievement for you to get a GOLD or are you used to
getting firsts in life
J: I am not used to getting firsts at all, in anything, so my first Gold was a real
achievement. I really like the fact that I have to re-test every three years as it
pulls me back from wherever I may have wandered, subsequent gold’s are still a
good feeling but nothing beats your first one.

Q: Tell me about your preparation and did it diﬀer from the your IAM test
J: When I decided to go for the test I was not able to find a local RoSPA two
wheeled group who were sufficiently geared up to providing training in the
timescales that I needed. I was at a bit of a loss when an ex Class 1 friend
stepped in. That was when the penny finally dropped. Up until then I had two
riding styles kind of like a Jekyll and Hyde, both safe but whomever came out
depended on whom I was with. I felt (nothing to do with peer pressure this was
purely to do with me) that I had to ride a certain way when with certain people.
He helped me find the confidence to combine the two and now I just ride one
way.

Q: It's probably a bit soon for you: do you have any potential plans or
aspirations for further training
J: Every year I do some sort of training with various private organisations,
some have been track based, some road based, each with a different focus;
something I haven't done is off road training which I would like to try as I
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currently find the idea of a bike loose underneath me terrifying. Not sure of a
Masters as I could not guarantee to devote the time required to do it justice,
and I am getting on a bit and new things are getting harder to learn.

Q: Bearing in mind they both preach from the same bible, has your
riding changed and if so, how
J: Probably my attitude has changed most which has led to various physical
riding changes. I used to subscribe to the idea that you needed to over ride in
order to be raise the level at which you would feel comfortable for say a test,
this way just leads to a higher number of mistakes being part of your normal
ride because you rationalise it by saying it won't happen when I ride 'down' to
test or whatever standard, you write it off and stop learning.

Q: With the benefit of hindsight, is there anything you would have done
diﬀerently regarding your preparation
J: This is mainly to do with things which stop or impede learning; for me,
inappropriate speed is a barrier to learning. I paid for a training day once and
totally wasted it by going way too fast rather than slowing down and actually
processing what was happening and how things felt and how situations
developed. For practice I used to ride 'proper' and then enjoy myself for the
second half of the ride, which would undo any good work done. When you train it
is to change your normal ride, period.
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Q; What motivated you to do the RoSPA test
SARA: Several things.
I had a poor experience of my IAM test and examiner; although I passed the
experience left me feeling that I was undeserved with a pretty negative feedback
session. It was the wrong thing for me as I held onto very little of the valid points
and learning that I was hoping for to take forward and develop. I put it down to a
clash of personality and teaching/learning style.
I knew I would be continuing to develop as a motorcyclist and joined the observer
training programme. Someone told me that as an observer I would be assessing
the asscociates’ ride to the standard of my own riding skills, so I was keen to
develop mine further.
On a training day with Total Advanced, Mick Jones a RoSPA instructor/examiner
gave me the opportunity to have a short mock RoSPA test; I achieved a high silver
which was really encouraging if I wanted to take the actual test. The experience
was empowering and Mick highlighted 3 areas of improvement that I was able to
comprehend, visualise and clearly integrate into my riding.
This was not a clash of personalities it met my expectations of good training in
terms of learning style and was most definitely an opportunity to go for gold!

Q: Was it an achievement for you to get a GOLD or are you used to
getting firsts in life
S: This is the only time I have achieved a first in life, that is in a test or exam. I
have mentioned learning styles and personality, things that have been crucial to my
learning especially since I am dyslexic. It’s ironic that I am co editor of Progression
given the eﬀort and process I go through to translate an idea or experience into a
written format. It is something that I value in myself now but which has been
fraught with frustration and tears. It requires time and lots and lots of editing.
Being determined in life really helps too.
I have lived my life with a sense of being on the back foot and in a position of
‘catching up’ with my peers; not only educationally because school was a stream
of disasters for me but also that my diﬃculty was not recognised or acknowledged
and therefore I was labelled as stupid.
It became hard to cover up ‘drawing a blank’ when my classmates were evidently
thriving in their learning; so I hid and began to miss class and some misguided
teachers used their power and punitive measures to hurt me (this was the 70’s). I
walked out of school and missed out on a lot. It is sad, at least for the young Sara
but what I developed was a drive to achieve on my own terms.
I am always in training and my achievements are many – but the journey and result
not always satisfying. This achievement however has been both satisfying and
rewarding, and there’s no doubt that my joy of riding has been a great motivator.
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I also saw an opportunity to have a diﬀerent experience (than that of my IAM
test) and to firmly stick my fingers up to being treated undeservedly, and to all
those that called me stupid.
Q: Tell me about your preparation for RoSPA and did it diﬀer from the your
IAM test
S: I found the tests very much the same as they are both testing your riding
standard based on the principles of The System and Motorcycle Roadcraft.
With the Rospa test there’s a requirement to answer several questions about
the Highway Code and Motorcycle Roadcraft. In order to achieve a gold I knew
I had to meet all of the 22 requirements during the test ie. use of horn, show of
courtesy (hand wave) and at least one overtake, as well as riding in a
consistantly safe and progressive manor.
The ELAM programme prepared me well and I focused on honing my skills and
deepening my knowledge. As well as the training I practiced my riding and
had conversations with riding friends that I considered ‘in the know’. The best
preparation was a) doing a short mock test and b) receiving ‘instruction’ via
radio control so that I was able to make changes as soon as they were pointed
out – a true experiential learning.
Q: It's probably a bit soon for you: do you have any potential plans or
aspirations for further training
S: It is a bit soon I am feeling satisfied right now it’s been two months since I
passed. Others have suggested IAM Masters which I have read about but its
not calling. I am training as an Observer at ELAM which is challenging enough
in diﬀerent ways of course. In the previous year I have been on a few riding
challenges, oﬀ road endurance, motor cross, race day and lots of touring. I am
optimistic that something will cross my path that will challenge my riding skills
and it is likely to be as a result of meeting someone that inspires me.
Q: Bearing in mind they both preach from the same bible, has your

riding changed and if so, how
S: Your question intrigues me, I want to say I am a better rider and that I learnt
to ‘tick the boxes’ of the 22 competencies required to get a gold. This is true,
however there were specific areas that I worked on which have enhanced my
riding.
Positioning: I developed a better understanding for myself in regard to choosing
a position of safety over observation AND choosing a position of greater
observation to increase my safety. I feel more fluid and relaxed with
positioning, and therefore have more to give to vision up and observation.
In preparation for the test my instructor was clear that I was only to use my
breaks for stopping. I can be quite literal, so to do this I began to practice
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riding using engine breaking ONLY. I’m reminded of being the only one in my
group at Folembray who achieved this over several laps of the track - my F800r
has pretty good engine breaking which helps.
Interestingly, this revealed my lack of confidence in using my breaks (no doubt
having spent years riding my 1972 Rocket 3 that had no breaks), so I have learnt
to be more decisive about using them, particularly before bends.
I was also asked to indicate at every turning and that I needed to do this within
three seconds of the instructor indicating to me the direction of our route. This
meant that I considerably increased my mirror checks. The knock-on eﬀect of
doing this helped me develop a more engaged and concentrated riding
method.
So, like patting butter into shape, a smoother shape - I am a better rider.

Q: With the benefit of hindsight, is there anything you would have done
diﬀerently regarding your preparation
S: I was unaware that I would need to answer a handful of questions about
the Highway Code AND Motorcycle Roadcraft until the day before the test. I
probably would have polished up my knowledge. As it was I found an
online test which I did over and over until I knew the correct answers
however I was not asked one of them on the day. I flagged up my concern
during the pre test conversation and was told that my ride would
demonstrate whether I had a suﬃcient knowledge of both; I did answer
three questions which I wasn’t certain of and would have liked to be more
knowledgeable of the written subject. This is an area I lack confidence in
anyhow; I haven’t found a good solution to studying except I think I need to
talk about the information with someone and apply it to my riding
experience in order to absorb what is written.
Other than that I felt very prepared and actually enjoyed the challenge of the
test.
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Through the mists of time

Ferenc Fodor

A ride through Transylvania
I am Ferry, a Romanian living in the UK. I have always had a passion for anything with
an engine and in search of adventure! I am IAM trained and love nothing more than
jumping on my BMW 1250 GS and heading for the open road. My real passion however,
is for my country, Romania.
Romania is a country that few people know about, but is truly a hidden gem.
Stunning scenery and great off roading routes are interspersed with pretty little villages,
stunning architecture and a strong sense of community. Nothing is too much trouble for
us Romanians!
If you could pick a country largely unspoilt by global marketing, Romania would be that.
There’s no Starbucks on every corner, no large chain restaurants with their gaudy neon
signs. Instead, you will find peace and tranquillity, pavement cafes, friendly locals, great
food and above all, great rides!
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Motoride Transylvania will escort you across this great country, guiding you along
some of the greatest roads and telling you a bit about the history of the country along
the way.

We offer two tours: Firstly, the One Thousand Bends Tour offers nothing but the best
in Transylvania. We’ll ride the amazing Transfagarasan Road, the best road in the
world according to Top Gear, but we think they were wrong! Transalpina, with its
146 km of twists and bends and amazing scenery, is even better and we’ll ride it
twice! The tour also includes visiting Bran Castle, made famous in Bram Stoker’s
novel.
Secondly, the Green Tour will take in beautiful unspoilt landscapes and wildlife that
only still exist in very few places in Europe. And Romania is one of the few places
where you can trail ride without restrictions! This soft enduro tour takes you through
the beautiful Sunset Mountains, where the Carpathians end. It is a tour built for
having a great time, relaxing while enjoying the surroundings and disconnecting from
the daily routine. The tour is light off road so don’t be put off if you are riding a large
dual sport adventure bike.
Tours for 2017 are booking up fast, so visit http://
www.motoridetransylvania.com/ now!

10% Discount for all ELAM Members
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Observer training weekend - Kim Brown
Harlow McDonald's as usual!
All psyched up with equal measures of adrenaline and dread, we muddled, or
sailed, through pretend introductions, fake stories (the more outrageous the better),
briefing, disclaimer and all the other little bits observers like to throw in at the last
minute.
Round one.
Observe Observer observing!
What's number two doing wrong? What's number one doing wrong that number
two hasn't seen that he is doing wrong?
OOPS!
That's very negative! Start again!
"How may I facilitate number two in seeing that number one needs facilitating very
urgently in a small matter of ........"
Stop. Debrief. They ask me if I want to add anything?
Hmm.. What were my points 1 2 and 3? I can't remember anything. Was I just
zoned out from the coﬀee at McDonald's?
I answer magnanimously that I think the Observer has covered everything.
It took a while to warm up
but we eventually chugged
through our successive
turns. At lunch our final
associate managed to eat
more than the other two of
us put together! And so we
rolled into my turn at
observing during which I
managed to:- take 3 wrong
turns, find one beautiful
piece of road and show
that my analysis skills need
brushing up!
Let's call him "Mr
Associate".
Apparently he had been riding for only 3 months which was somewhat miraculous
given his level of machine control. "That's really very good you know it's quite
unusual for someone to improve that quickly!"
I said. I should have known he'd be trouble!
All he kept saying was that he wanted to "go really fast", and the bike "wouldn't go
fast enough", and this on a blackbird, leading me to believe that my associate was
an absolute speed freak with no concept of mortality.
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What failed to click with me was that he kept saying the bike had no power, it
wasn't until the 3rd time that he mentioned this near the end of the session and he
expanded on his statement saying that the bike was all "jerky" (not meaning that it
was too spicy) that I finally twigged.
He was chugging along chain jerking backwards and forwards running in too high a
gear ( too low in the revs ).
I suppose I got there in the end. Having ended our route very near to the hotel we
just sauntered round the corner to our accommodation.
Following the initial
complications and the
treat of hearing Marek
speaking Polish, we
settled in nicely.
With a warm restaurant
for our long, well
lubricated meal and a
large empty bar for our
meeting on Sunday
morning, it fitted the bill
admirably.

On Sunday morning
we had some good
discussions, some
announcements and
a lot of technical hoo
ha about the new
IAM paperwork, pdf
files and uploadingwhatever that is!
Many thanks to
Marek, Rick and all
those involved in
organising this
wonderful event. ÷
Trainee Observer - Kim Brown
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IAM RoadSmart Conference 2016

By Paul Gillett
Each year, the IAM holds an Autumn Conference to update Groups on its latest
developments and to listen to their views in order to inform planning. Needless to
say, there were a lot of issues covered in the course of the day! Here are those
that most caught my attention.
Business Update
The day started with a joint presentation from Ken Keir (IAM Chairman) and Sara
Sillars (CEO), both relatively new to their roles.
2016, which was the IAM’s 60th anniversary, saw some of the most significant
changes since it was created. Amongst them were
• Relaunching the organization under a single IAM RoadSmart brand name to
bring together the IAM itself, its IAM Drive & Survive commercial arm, the
IAM Driver Retraining Academy and its Professional Driver Services
subsidiary, all of which had previously been largely independent of one
another. If you’ve ever been through the merger of two or more
organizations, you’ll be aware how diﬃcult this can be!
• Rolling out new Advanced Driving and Riding programmes, complete with
revised and consistent documentation for Associates, Observers and
Examiners.
• The launch of a new website (not without teething problems!) that use
modern Web technology to tailor its presentation to suit diﬀerent types of
user.
• The move of all parts of the organization to new rented premises in Albany
Place, Welwyn Garden City and sale of the Chiswick Head Oﬃce.
A major part of the re-launch was the new IAM RoadSmart name and logo, both of
which are viewed more favourably by younger generations of road users, who are
the organization’s future. This may help to address one of the major problems with
the IAM’s existing membership, which had declining numbers and increasing
average age (currently 56!). As a road safety charity, the IAM should be addressing
itself to the younger road users as Society stands to gain the most from them
becoming better drivers.
10

A rejuvenated IAM must also re-think how it engages with road users. In the first
60 years of the IAM, some 460,000 people have passed the IAM test. That sounds
pretty good until your realize that today, there are over 34 million licence holders
on our roads. Sadly, even the IAM name remains unknown to most of today’s
drivers: we’re not even reaching the tip of the iceberg. Roads and vehicles
themselves have also changed since the IAM was first established; today’s drivers
and riders have very diﬀerent needs and opportunities from those who first passed
a DSA test even 10 years ago. If the IAM is to survive and succeed as an
organization, it has to engage with more of the population over its next 60 years.
This slide set out the goal quite succinctly:

The Test will remain as the touchstone of Advanced driving skills, but IAM
RoadSmart will attempt to interact with all road users in a variety of ways, which in
time should filter down to a greater number of Advanced tests. On the way, the
driving skills of many more drivers and riders will be improved than just those who
reach Advanced standards. In doing so, we should make the roads safer for all
and drive down the number of Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI) accident victims.
Some of the initiatives on the right of the diagram were covered in more detail by
other presenters (see below). However, Sarah and Ken (and indeed, the whole of
the IAM Council) clearly recognize that the IAM and its Group movement have a
significant role to play in getting across the message of better driving to a larger
slice of the population.
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This was clearly set out in IAM RoadSmart’s stated vision, which is:
To be the best and most recognised provider of training and advice for all
post licence drivers and riders.
We’re not going to achieve that by continuing the “holier than thou” attitude that the
IAM has sometimes been known for. We need to become more approachable,
emphasizing that Advanced techniques can make driving and riding more enjoyable.
That’s why the top right-hand strip in the “pyramids” diagram is behind the latest
campaigns in the press and social media. Regular helpful advice is being made
generally available, relevant to the time of year or type of weather.
IAM RoadSmart will also support other training initiatives, some of them that would
have been impossible a few years ago, such as online or interactive training modules.
I can already see the benefit of a (maybe free) App that develops the skill of
identifying and using the limit point in a bend, together with getting all Position,
Speed and Gear phases complete before the bend starts. Has anyone in the Group
got the skills to put such an App together?
Another approach now under way is the introduction of IAM RoadSmart modules
covering specific aspects of driving or riding such as motorways, town traﬃc or
confidence-boosters for nervous drivers. Unfortunately, the DSA has initially taken
the view that such modules would constitute “paid-for Tuition”, and can only be
delivered by qualified ADIs (admittedly, the IAM does have many ADIs on its books).
However, such modules are likely to cost as much as the full Advanced Driving
course, so I can see benefits in Groups being able to find ways around that edict…
Group Sign-oﬀ
Over the past 60 years, education has moved away from reliance on one-oﬀ tests to
a culture of continuous assessment. IAM research has discovered that worries about
the Test are a major cause of drop-out among Associates. Worse still, many are
being put oﬀ from even signing up for Observed Runs because of anxieties that it
involves an examination at the end. A further consideration is that the Police are
drastically cutting back on the number of Advanced courses that they run, so the
supply of traditional IAM examiners is quickly drying up.
IAM RoadSmart has therefore been looking at ways that drivers and riders could
reach the Advanced standard without having to take a formal test. This has been
made possible because of two recent initiatives:
• The new IAM Advanced Course documentation, harmonized across
Associates, Observers and Examiners.
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The proposal is that Groups who meet specific quality standards should be able to
sign-oﬀ Associates for membership by a continuous assessment process. as long as
the Associate has:
• Indicated from the outset that they have opted for Continuous Assessment (no
swapping over in mid-course)
• Taken at least six Observed Runs, all of which must be with qualified National
or Local Observers, documented in the Associate’s log-book to create a
portfolio showing progress.
• Scored at worst a “2” in all significant areas for at least the last two runs.
• Submitted the portfolio to a Group-nominated Local Observer Assessor, who
will confirm to the IAM that the necessary standards have been achieved.
It should be noted that membership by this route can never qualify for a “F1rst”, and
that it will not supplant the conventional Advanced Test as the main route to IAM
membership.
The new scheme is currently out with Groups for consultation – some fine-tuning can
be expected as a consequence.
Young Drivers and Riders
Workshop sessions looked at how the needs of young riders and drivers can best be
met for the future. This is a particularly important road safety issue, given the overrepresentation of younger licence-holders in road accident casualties.
Young licence-holders are less likely to be attracted by the Group meetings and
“club” activities that suit older members. They are also less likely to want a full
course of Advanced Runs covering every aspect of road use.
Instead, they like to engage with virtual communities such as Snapchat and Twitter,
and to be oﬀered training in modules that meet their perceived immediate needs.
The challenge is for IAM RoadSmart to engage with younger drivers in new ways that
meet those preferences. Those online and interactive modules have a role to play
here, but we will also need to reach out to youngsters in other ways, such as the
Under-17 Car Club, engaging with sixth-forms and colleges, becoming more visible
and approachable on social media, and generally getting over the message that
Advanced Driving and Riding is fun and makes travelling more enjoyable.
Delegates were asked for ideas that the IAM could take up – many were forthcoming!
consequence!” Right? Sadly, wrong!
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Insurance
This session addressed that oft-heard complaint: “IAM members have better skills
than others, so will have less accidents. We should all get better insurance deals as a
consequence!” Right? Sadly, wrong!
IAM Surety now have some 10 years of providing insurance to IAM members. In
general, they have been able to produce better quotes in over 90% of cases (there will
always be exceptions). However, they have reviewed the membership claims record
and found that:
• The majority of insurance pay outs are caused by driver/rider error or fault
• Our over 70 age members claims are higher than those of the similar general
public profile
• 60% of claimants took their test over ten years ago
• Members may not have tested their advanced skills for over 50 years
• Claims double after 5+ years since advanced test taken.
The higher claims rate means that Surety’s underwriters now often oﬀer policies for
older drivers at higher prices than elsewhere.
The solution that is being proposed is to oﬀer a special insurance deal for older
drivers joining a “Fellowship” category of membership. This will include a retest every
three years, but at an increased annual cost of £49. Such members will be entitled to
the following enhanced benefits and recognition
• No insurance upper age limit
• Free legal help
• Free breakdown cover (apparently UK only, so not as useful as it might seem)
• Own Register and badge
• Priority for events and activities
Sadly, this won’t be linked into the IMI scheme, so an Observer’s retest won’t count.
You can only become a Fellow by paying a higher sub for the privileges. Oh, and if you
fail a three-yearly retest, albeit after an extra attempt, your IAM membership will be
terminated. Significantly, no mention was made of whether Fellowship members
would get a better quote than going elsewhere.
Somehow, I think that this is one of IAM RoadSmart’s less brilliant ideas!
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Future Strategy and Research
This session focussed on informing the IAM’s Road Safety manifesto and its
research programme.
The Road Safety manifesto will feature in the IAM’s interaction with political parties
in the run-up to the next election. You’ll know from “Yes Minister” (frighteningly
close to real life) that interactions with Ministers and Whitehall need to be short
and snappy. The IAM’s 2010 Manifesto was four pages long – it had seven
sections and was rather ‘wordy’. The 2015 Manifesto was two pages long but
contained 8 sections and no less than 43 bullet points! The new one will have to
be much more succinct. The workshop came up with ideas for this.
We were also asked for research ideas that the IAM could undertake or
commission. For this, we were issued with post-it notes which would
subsequently be analysed, prioritized and used to inform the research
programme. The notes filled two complete walls of the break-out room. The
results should be interesting!
Conclusion
In what was clearly a busy day, Group representatives were given a lot to
absorb: I’ve tried to condense it as much as possible. The important message
to take away is that IAM RoadSmart is an organization which is in the middle of
major changes, and can expect to change even more in the years to come if it
is to keep up with the fast-paced evolution of driving. Hang on for an interesting
ride!
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ELAM Sidekick - our buddying system
Hook up with or be a
Sidekick at ELAM

Elam is launching a buddy system. For all new associates there is the
opportunity to be partnered with an Sidekick, a member of the club
that is there to help, support and advise our newbies about anything
ELAM. Including, how the course is run and what to expect, joining
and using the club website, what social rides and events are coming
up and generally pointing you in the direction you want to go.

I’m looking for Sidekicks, any members that feel they can step up and
be there for new associates. I know that some of you are doing this
well already, making contact and sharing information and experiences.
Are there any members willing to bridge the gap, standing along side
newbies and seek to answer any questions they may have?
I see this as largely being contact by email or phone. I'd like to have
you on board.
Anyone interested please contact me
Sara Pauley
Ally co-ordinator
sarapauley@icloud.com
07968 077898
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Keis heated gloves and vest - a review by Jo

Although some people think it’s bit wussy having
heated gear, my hands get so cold I start to lose
concentration so it’s an essential bit of kit for me.
I started oﬀ with some Gerbings gloves a few
years ago, but after one burnt hand (they did
replace them immediately) and a lot of faﬃng
about with wires, I sort of gave up.
I then decided to buy a heated vest, and went for
the Keis one as it was designed for a female
shape and at that time Gerbings didn’t do a vest
in a small female size.
The vest is brilliant, comfortable, warm and easy
to plug in to the bike but of course if I wanted to
wear the Gerbings gloves I was looking at 2 sets
of wiring, so last year I invested in the Keis gloves
to match the vest.
First cold ride of the year I plugged them in to the vest, wore them once and
the seam started to fray, and they didn’t heat up (more on that later). I took
them back to the shop, and they replaced them, and still they didn’t work.
Quick look on the Keis website, problem solved, I needed specific leads to
connect the gloves to the vest, not the ones that came in the packet (why
didn’t they tell me that when I bought them?).
So I ordered the proper leads on line, and it was spring by then, so a year on,
(well a few weeks ago to be precise) I got the gloves out again, plugged them
and connected up the correct leads to the vest, and oﬀ I go. Still not heating
up. Head scratching moment, then I realised that they have their very own
discreet little heat controller buttons on the
individual gloves, and of course once I’d
switched those on they worked perfectly.
So my verdict, I think the vest /gloves combo
is brilliant (I’m saving for the heated undies to
go with ), easy to use and very comfortable,
and the best thing about the gloves is that
your hands don’t feel cold, just comfortable,
there are no hot spots, and no burns!
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CONTRIBUTORS
ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and Associates. Thanks
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.

Jack Cheung
Sara Pauley

Paul Gillett
Kim Brown
Jo Naylor

Ferenc Fodor

Paul Gillett

Dave Messenger

Enjoyed reading their articles?
You can contribute: progression@elam.org.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Tuesday 3rd

Sunday 5th
Observed Ride course
A/17 Run 1

Sunday 5th
Observed Ride course
A/17 Run 3

Saturday 22nd January

Tuesday 7th

Tuesday 67h

Machine control day

Club Social Night

AGM & Club Social Night

Tuesday 24th

Thursday 9th

Saturday 11th

Committee meeting

Theory night

Observed Ride course
1/17 Run 4

Thursday 26th

Saturday 11th

Theory night

Observed Ride course
1/17 Run 2

Sunday 19th
Observed Ride course
A/17 Run 4

Saturday 28th

Sunday 19th
Observed Ride course
A/17 Run 2

?Club Social Night

North Weald Airfield

Observed ride Course
1/17 Run 1

Monday 19th
Committee meeting

Thursday 23rd

Saturday 25th

Theory night

Observed ride Course
1/17 Run 5

Saturday 25th

Tuesday 28th

Observed ride Course
1/17 Run 3

Committee meeting

Tuesday 28th
Committee meeting

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar as
place holders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead the ride
for it to go ahead. Please look at the forum for more details closer to the
date of each ride.
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it pays to be a member of ELAM
Look at these great deals we get as ELAM members.
if you know of any that we have missed or ones out
of date then get in touch and tell us

COMPANY

OFFER

NOTES

Ultimate Ear
custom ear plugs

10% off

Tell them you are a member of IAM / ELAM
http://www.ultimateear.com/
motorcyclist.php

Motorcycle Tyres,
Romford

10% off

Tell Paul you belong to ELAM

www.motorcycletyresuk.com/
Eskeez
the thermal base layer

10% off for IAM

http:/www.eskeez.co.uk

Kingray Motorcycles
Tyres, Servicing, MOT’s
available

10% off for ELAM
members

Malcolm Pauley 07454 556611

10% off

At New Oxford and Portland Street branches

www.kingraymotorcycles.co.uk

49 Morris Rd, London
E15 2BQ
Infinity Motorcycles

www.infinitymotorcycles.com/

Firstline Motorcycles

Mention ELAM at Arnos Grove - Talk to Jane
Kember
https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk
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JANNER KERNOW Motorcycle Touring
WWW.JANNERKERNOWMOTORCYCLETOURING.COM

We offer a personal, relaxed and carefully planned approach to touring, giving you time to take in the
beauty of the area as we lead you to stunning destinations. IAM and Ex D&C Constabulary guides.

10% Discount for all ELAM Members
CALL MARK ON 0044 7767 644259 OR EMAIL US ON JANNERKERNOW@GMAIL.COM
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VENUES
Club nights

starts 19.30

Ilford Golf Club, IG1 3TR
Entrance oﬀ Wanstead Park Road,
through gates set back between
houses.Use button on right side
column to open gates, parking
spaces around back of golf club.
Come and meet other members,
have fun and talk

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall,
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford,
E4 7UH
Mandatory training for new associates.
Starts at 19.30
Snacks and drinks available for a small
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern
Showground, North Weald
Aerodrome, North Weald, Epping,
CM16 6HR
Essential machine control
techniques for new associates and
members who need a refresh.
Starts at 9.00
Donations to ELAM invited to defray
the cost of hiring the venue and
providing refreshments.
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THE VIEW
FROM THE
BACK
POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS
For all Associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their
allocated Observer, you should contact the following National and Senior
Observers to arrange a Check Test.
Rick Brown

Rob Connolly

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

membership@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett

Phil Barnard

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

phil.barnard@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

Paul Gardner

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

paul.gardner@elam.org.uk

ELAM
Through its affiliation to the Institute of Advanced Motorists, ELAM is able
to offer a quick, simple, all inclusive package that provides you with
everything to become an advanced motorcyclist.
We like to think that ELAM is different. That's why we all belong to it and
why we're so enthusiastic about it. We don't mind what bike you ride, our
motto is:
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